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KARATE WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP NOVO MESTO
2021

Dates: 30.07.2021 - 01.08.2021 
Branch Hoteli Otočec 

 Number of guests: on request
 Number of rooms: on request
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ACCOMODATION

*** HOTEL ŠPORT****

The modern equipment at Hotel Sport attracts sports enthusiasts and other active people. The renovated
themed rooms are furnished with larger beds that are suitable for taller athletes, various sports props that
enable guests to exercise in their rooms (TRX bands, wall bars, balance balls, boxing bags and stretching
bars), with large LCD screens and spacious bathrooms. Hotel guests can also choose from suites, a thermal
pools, saunas and more. The hotel is an excellent starting point for numerous activities in nature, and its
modern seminar hall makes it also suitable for business meetings.

The package includes:
- 1 accommodation with chosen services at Hotel Sport,
- unlimited bathing in the thermal pool, 
- free use of internet throughout the hotel and seminar areas and
- free parking.

SERVICE TOTAL

Halfboard in double room Superior per person 58,90  EUR
Half board in a double room per person 54,65  EUR
Half board in a single room per person 71,65  EUR
Additional lunch 15,00  EUR
Halfboard in Suite per person 76,75  EUR
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*** HOTEL VITARIUM**** Superior

The high-end hotel offers spacious rooms with well-equipped and modern bathrooms. The hotel also has a
luxury presidential suite. And you only need to take a few step to get to the wellness centre, swimming pools
and medical centre.

The package includes:
- 1 accommodation with chosen services in the Terme Šmarješke Toplice hotel of your choice, 
- unlimited bathing in the indoor and outdoor thermal pools, 
- free use of a bath robe, 
- 1 entry into the world of saunas (5 or more nights 2 entries), 
free internet in all hotel and seminar areas and
- free parking.

SERVICE TOTAL

Half board in a double room per person 67,40  EUR
Additional lunch 15,00  EUR
Half board in a single room per person 88,65  EUR
Halfboard in Junior suite per person 84,40  EUR
Halfboard in Senior suite per person 88,65  EUR
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*** HOTEL ŠMARJETA****

The hotels of Terme Šmarješke Toplice offer spacious and comfortable air-conditioned rooms with a mini bar,
and there are also five swimming pools with thermal water in the hotel complex, as well as the Vitarium Spa &
Clinique relaxation centre which offers a wide range of wellness services.

The package includes:
- 1 accommodation with chosen services in the Terme Šmarješke Toplice hotel of your choice, 
- unlimited bathing in the indoor and outdoor thermal pools, 
- free use of a bath robe, 
- 1 entry into the world of saunas (5 or more nights 2 entries), 
- free internet in all hotel and seminar areas and
- free parking.

SERVICE TOTAL

Half board in a double room per person 64,00  EUR
Half board in a single room per person 85,25  EUR
Additional lunch 15,00  EUR
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*** HOTEL BALNEA**** Superior

Balnea offers a pleasant artistic environment and a multitude od wellness services. The spacious and
luxurious hotel bedrooms are equipped with pleasant natural materials. There are several different suites
available with separate sleeping and living areas. The majority of the suites have a fireplace in the living area
and a massage bath in the sleeping area. Inside the hotel there are also modern equipped seminar rooms, the
interesting Spa Panorama world of saunas at the top of the hotel, a café with a fireplace, piano and terrace by
a mirror pool, and there is also a attractive panoramic hallway leading to the relaxation centre.

The package includes:
- 1 accommodation with chosen services in the Terme Dolenjske Toplice hotel of your choice, 
- unlimited bathing in the indoor and outdoor thermal pools, 
- free use of a bath robe, 
- 1 entry into the world of saunas (5 or more nights 2 entries) and 
- free parking.

SERVICE TOTAL

Half board in a double room per person 80,15  EUR
Half board in a single room per person 101,40  EUR
Additional lunch 15,00  EUR
Halfboard in Suite per person 101,40  EUR
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*** HOTEL KRISTAL****

A pleasant historic hotel whose restaurant ceiling is adorned with a famous crystal chandelier. A hallway
connects the three indoor thermal pools and which leads to the Balnea Wellness Centre and the medical
rehabilitation centre.

The package includes: 
- 1 accommodation with chosen services in the Terme Dolenjske Toplice hotel of your choice, 
- unlimited bathing in the indoor and outdoor thermal pools, 
- free use of a bath robe, 
- 1 entry into the world of saunas (5 or more nights 2 entries) and 
- free parking.

SERVICE TOTAL

Half board in a double room per person 62,30  EUR
Half board in a single room per person 79,30  EUR
Additional lunch 15,00  EUR
Halfboard in Suite per person 62,30  EUR
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Reservations & Payments:
Information & Reservations: E-mail: booking@terme-krka.eu or tel: 00386 8 20 50 300.
All prices are indicated per person per night. All prices includes VAT.
Payments: All payments are made direct to Terme Krka d.o.o. All payments are done upon pro forma
invoices.
Min stay: Min. stay is 3 nights. For stays less then 3 nights is charged supplement of 10%.
B&B discount is 4,00 EUR per person per night.
Tourist tax: Children upon 18 years: 1,25 EUR per night; Adults 18 + : 2,50 EUR per night.

 
Cancellation policy:

The Client is obliged to cancel the reserved services in a timely manner, which means for the group or.
individual reservations at least 30 days prior to the scheduled arrival. In case the client does not cancel the
announced services in time, or if the announced guest does not arrive ("no show"), the client pays the
contractor a penalty equal to the price of the contracted services for one day, and in case of announcement
of more than three days stay the price of the contracted ones service for three days.

 
Option for rooming list:

All group R/L must be submitted to Terme Krka by 10.06.2021.
 
In case of non-compliance with the agreed terms of business, company Terme Krka d.o.o. is not obliged to
provide the requested contingent.
 


